2020

VK Professional II

TOP FEATURES
1 . 1049cc Genesis 44-- Stroke Engine
Yamaha’s reliable three-cylinder engine features an advanced Yamaha
fuel-injection system for incredibly accurate fuel metering for spot on
performance, fuel sipping economy and instant starts, no matter the
environment. A broad, flat power-band delivers instant thrust from
nearly any speed, and a thick torque curve provides an abundance of
power to pull heavy loads all backed by a track record of unstoppable
reliability.
2 . Electric Power Steering
Yamaha was the first and still the only manufacturer to offer Electric
Power Steering to the snowmobile industry. The velocity sensing
system delivers maximum assistance at slow speeds to nearly zero
assistance at high speeds. Aside from dramatically reducing steering
effort, the system reduces negative feedback, helping isolate the driver
from unwanted steering effort.
3 . Workforce Mirrors
Functional mirrors tout a large viewing area, making it easier to see
what lies behind. The mirrors are mounted on the interior side of the
protective windshield, shielding them from potential damage.

Matte Silver

$13,899 MSRP*

$515 Destination Charge*

4 . Digital Gauge
An easy to view and operate digital gauge package keeps tabs on all
vital engine and vehicle attributes while also delivering added features
including hour meter, trip meters, clock and much more.
5 . Large Capacity Fuel Tank
Enjoy extended range and expanded work capability with a large fuel
tank. The tank boasts of a capacity in excess of 11.6-gallons.
6 . Driver's Seat
The VK Professional II EPS seat was specifically designed with driver
comfort and convenience in mind. The seat better positions the driver
in relationship to the controls, delivers enhanced comfort, and
provides easier mounting when getting on and off the snowmobile.

Magnetic Bronze

$13,899 MSRP*

$515 Destination Charge*

*Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) shown. Does not include tax, title, prep or destination charges. Actual prices set by dealer.
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7. High Capacity Cargo Rack
Carrying expanded loads, be it for work or play, is one of the core
attributes of the VK Professional II EPS. A large cargo rack serves up
more capacity and ease of use whether you are hauling supplies to
camp, tools to the job site, or fishing gear to the icepack.

PERFORMANCE

Three Speed Transmission
The Hi/Lo transmission with reverse is workhorse one minute, and a
versatile trail cruiser the next. With a simple to use manual actuated
lever, you can select from “normal” high range for cruising to low
range and pull heavy loads.

—

High Flotation UHMW Skis
Wide skis deliver added flotation when traveling off-trail, while an
engineered keel provides predictable handling and easy to steer
manners.

—

Heavy Duty Wrap-Around Bumper
In addition to the work-inspired design, a stout, wrap-around bumper
provides protection from the bumps and bangs that come with a day
on the job.

HANDLING

Pro Comfort Suspension
This dual-shock, fully coupled suspension features a simple and
effective flip-lever torsion spring adjustment to quickly adapt the
suspension for one-up or two-up riding, or for hauling a heavy
payload. A 40mm, High Pressure Gas (HPG) shock provides exceptional
control, fade resistance, and maximum durability.

—

Camoplast 1.5 Cobra Wide Track
The primary purpose of the 20 x 154 x 1.5" Cobra track is to fully
maximize all available snow with confidence-inspiring deep snow
floatation and powerful pulling force. The 1.5" lug is perfect for both
low-speed or high-load situations that utility sleds often function in.

VK Professional II
Gull Wing A-Arm Front Suspension
The unique “curved” front suspension A-arms deliver increased
clearance thereby reducing the potential for impact and damage when
encountering hidden rocks, stumps, or other debris when navigating
off-trail or in unknown terrain.

SPECIFICATIONS:

KYB Gas Cell Shocks
The coil-over front shocks are specifically calibrated for additional
loads and off-trail riding, yet still deliver a plush, predictable ride ontrail.

Engine Type

4-Stroke / 1049cc

Engine Class

Utility

Fuel Delivery

Electronic Fuel Injection

Clutch/Transmission

YXRC, 3-Speed Transmission

Fuel Capacity

11.8 gal. (44.6 L)

Front Suspension

Independent, Double Wishbone

Front Shocks

Hydraulic, Gas Cell

Front Travel

6.3" (161mm)

Ski Type

Wide Utility

Rear Suspension

Pro Comfort® Suspension w/Flip-Up Rails

Rear Shock(s)

40mm HPG

Rear Travel

11.3" (287mm)

Center Shock

40mm HPG

Standard Tow Hitch
In addition to a host of on-board creature comforts and storage, a
standard factory rear mounted tow hitch is at the ready for additional
gear or occasional light-duty work.

Track / W x L x H

20 x 154 x 1.5" (508 x 3911.4 x 38.1mm)

Track Type

Camso® Cobra™ WT

Ski Stance (ctr to ctr)

38.4" (975mm)

Expansive Under-Seat Storage
With a hinged, flip-up seat, the VK Professional II EPS exudes its work
ethic at every turn. The large under-seat storage touts an integrated tool
kit and room for much more.

Electric Start

Standard

Reverse

Standard

Headlight

Halogen

Raised Passenger Seat
The wide and plush standard two-up seat provides comfort for two
with integrated backrest.

DC Output

Automotive

Color

Matte Silver; Magnetic Bronze

—

COMFORT

Protective Windshield
A wide, tall, wrap-around style windshield delivers greater protection
from the elements as well as unsuspecting tree branches and limbs.
The windshield has been wind tunnel tested to reduce unwanted
negative swirl and deliver a greater “pocket” of comfort for both driver
and passenger.

—

Standard Electric Start
Seamless and easy to use electric start delivers instant and hassle free
starts, no matter the weather, eliminating the need for a pull rope.

—

—

—

yamahamotorsports.com
For Accessories, visit shopyamaha.com

Specifications subject to change without notice. This document contains many of Yamaha's valuable trademarks. It may also contain trademarks belonging to other companies. Any references to other companies or their
products are for identification purposes only, and are not intended to be an endorsement. © 2019 Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

*** Wet weight includes the vehicle with all standard equipment and all fluids, including oil, coolant (as
applicable) and a full tank of fuel. It does not include the weight of options or accessories. Wet weight is
useful in making real
real--world comparisons with other models.

